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Abstract 
If my books had been any worse, I should not have been invited to Hollywood, and if 
they had been any better, I should not have come. 
                                                                           -Raymond Thornton Chandler. 
Among the many great American writers, Raymond Chandler was an extraordinary 
cultural historian and while time and circumstance have somewhat lessened the immediacy of his 
indigenous Los Angeles. Film has always invited comparison with other mediums of narrative 
expression, principally with theatre and novel. The narrative nature of both novel and film 
referring has become a cornerstone of Chandler‟s simple and unassuming works in his field. 
Chandler handles the indigenous heroic activism approach throughout his works. The fact that 
film and literature are both in a story and how the plot of the story is revealed in the process of 
narration always prompted the decisions in it. The character of the protagonist predicts activism 
which an issue would be having due regard for the known valid evidences like relevant facts, 
logical implications, viewpoints and human purpose, pertaining to that issue.  
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Dramaturgical: Indigenous Heroic Activism in Raymond Thornton 
Chandler’s Hollywood Series - The High Window 
This paper attempts to examine the Activism oriented role played by the detective Philip 
Marlowe, created and implemented by Chandler in his Hollywood series – The High Window. 
The impact of „Great Depression‟ has forced many victims to fall a prey to violent criminal acts; 
one such is the woman protagonist Mrs. Elizabeth Bright Murdock in The High Window by 
Raymond Thornton Chandler. The violent murders, forgery and suicides executed by her, 
because of her slave - hold mind and tries to escape from the murder. She was a very wealthy 
widow, and is able to do anything for this woman has been proven. To sustain her American 
identity, the violent submission to suicide by the protagonist justifies the activism handled by the 
victim to both her rivals which pathetically leads to the final end.  
Key Words: Indigenous, Activism, Hollywood, Great Depression.  
Raymond Thornton Chandler was an American novelist and screenwriter. He lived during 
that period of World War-I, World War-II, and the Great Depression in America. He was born 
on 23 July, 1888, Chicago, Illinois, and died on 26 March, 1959. He started his literary work 
after he was suspended from an oil company. The effect of Great Depression has played a vital 
role in his entire literary career. Probably he picturizes the women‟s society and crime society 
created by women‟s during the Great Depression. His works like The Big Sleep (1939), The High 
Window (1942), The Lady in the Lake (1943), The Little Sister (1949) The Long Goodbye (1953) 
accurately reflects the women‟s mentality in United States during Great Depression. 
Raymond Chandler is a known person for his unique style of writing. All of his novels 
describe the practical action brightly in a difficult literary style uncommon to a fiction. 
Throughout his career Chandler attempted to do away with his writings from the formulate 
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suspense of detective fiction. Moreover, Raymond Chandler deserves his achievement for 
handling some of the immoral scenes, which we shake to think that some of our bad young 
difficult puzzle would have done with them. Chandler impressed his readers not only for his 
unique style of his literary works but he was a passionate person towards his surroundings, 
culture and people‟s peaceful life. As said by R. W. Lid, “Chandler was an extraordinary cultural 
historian and while time and circumstance have somewhat lessened the immediacy of his Los 
Angeles of the „30s and „40s, they have not rendered it obsolete” (153). 
The High Window (1942) is a detective novel by Raymond Chandler featuring, as do all 
his major works, the Los Angeles private investigator Philip Marlowe. Notable for its removal of 
Marlowe from his usual Los Angeles environs for much of the book, the novel's complicated plot 
initially deals with the case of a missing pair of gold coin of Mrs.Elizabeth Bright Murdock. 
Chandler thought of Philip Marlowe as a catalyst, a means of bringing to the foreground the 
other characters that are the real substances of his fiction.  
 Works of Raymond Chandler represent the hardboiled detective fiction genre. This was a 
low literature genre which promised neither money nor artistic recognition. Pulp writers were 
paid by word and speed was usually the main principle. It did not promise much success for a 
slow and careful writer like Chandler (Hamilton 152).  
However, Chandler did not aim for high literature. Being aware of the limits of his own 
talent that he aimed for a well crafted story in which literary content would be communicated by 
means of expression which might remain at the level of unintellectual thinking. In other words, 
Chandler meant to write novels that fulfill their function as works of popular fiction but also 
poses some qualities inherent to „high‟ literature and he meant to smuggle these qualities into the 
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works. In his own words, he meant to write his novels. Chandler chooses a transparent style, 
which is not visible at the face value, but works more with subconscious manipulation with the 
reader as well as film audience. 
 There are also more linguistic attempts to grasp Chandler‟s style. In her essay called 
Chandler’s American Style, MacDonald approaches stylistics from the perspective of syntax and 
sentence structure. MacDonald mentions the difference between the synthetic structure of the 
British „locked-room mystery‟ (MacDonald) and the realism of the American hardboiled 
detective novel. As many other critics, and also mentions Chandler‟s linguistic awareness, his 
preoccupation with style, and his ability to willingly distinguish between the British and 
American style with apparent inclination to the latter. MacDonald analyses this inclination to the 
American style in terms of sentence length, sentence structure and the proportion of verbs. 
The High Window has a curious tone, for it shifts between parody and an expression of 
anger against ruthless behaviour. The Novel, as well as the film of The High Window sounds 
almost likes a tract. There are plenty of wisecracks and funny scenes to balance the seriousness 
of the sociological and psychological reconciliation in the society. 
Marlowe is a private detective and the protagonist in the Chandler‟s all detective novels. 
He works in Los Angeles and lives in an apartment in Hollywood. Marlowe is very observant 
and makes note of small details. He is not married, drinks regularly and enjoys chess. He lives by 
his own moral code, which sometimes calls for withholding the truth to protect his clients, to 
whom he promises his loyalty. He is not above tampering with a crime scene if it serves his 
purpose. 
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Marlowe was the most admirable detective novel character in the period of The Great 
Depression. It is also reflected in Hollywood like a real detective living character. Chandler 
through Marlowe, succeeds as no one else has succeeded in portraying Los Angeles. Marlowe‟s 
major motive is again sentimentality allied to loyalty in one part of the double plot-structure, but 
there is an improvement in that sentimental loyalty; the motive in the primary and enveloping 
plot is casually related to the novel‟s second group of episodes, in which Marlowe is called on to 
protect lush who is writer from homicidal and suicidal impulses. This part of the novel becomes 
a fairly realistic study of an upper-class Los Angeles group living in a restricted community 
called Idle valley.    
Proofing this as a real hero of detective novels it was filmed twice in Hollywood namely 
Time to Kill (1942) directed by Herbert I. Leeds and The Brasher Doubloon (1947) is directed by 
John Brahm. Two radio adaptations of the novel were made through BBC radio in the years 1977 
and 2011. Exploring into the Hollywood field, Marlowe is an exile, an outcast, in the eyes of the 
society. And the social system exists to serve other. The world of other men becomes another 
form of alienation, something hopelessly external and incomprehensible. Marlowe is the axis that 
allows this world to be turned upside-down. Or at least to have doubt cast on its values. Marlowe 
is a man alienated, defeated, and cast out by this world.     
 Mrs. Elizabeth Bright Murdock is a cruel character in the novel The High Window. The 
Private investigator Philip Marlowe was invited to a rich house of wealthy widow Mrs. Elizabeth 
Bright Murdock to recover a missing pair of Brasher Doubloon, an uncommon and historically 
valuable gold coin. She suspects on her own daughter-in-law Mrs. Linda Murdock. Marlowe 
takes the case, which is more complicated with full of twists, serial murders, suicides and 
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characters over loping. The plot gets more complex when the private detective Philip Marlowe 
gets under the police investigation. In this novel Marlowe appeared very heroic in activism on 
Mrs. Merly and on her family. Marlowe discovered the evidence of murder, rape, blackmail and 
some kind of human misbehaviour in this novel. Marlowe removes all blames on Merle and sent 
her back to Los Angeles. In the last chapter of the novel Marlowe‟s reconciliation with that case 
has been pictured clearly in an intelligent way. 
Marlowe solves the mystery but does not turn his client or her son over to the police. 
Clearly this shows the ethics of good Private detectives to his clients. Critics have noted, and 
Chandler himself admitted that this novel contained the most intense cynicism of any Marlowe       
adventure. The High Window is not only a purely intellectual mode of knowing events, it is also 
a puzzle in which the faculties of analysis and reasoning are to be exercised. 
Chandler‟s anger at a world in which innocent people are made to suffer by the 
unscrupulous richness is expressed mainly in the story of Merle Davis, the timid secretary who 
has been brain - washed into believing that she pushed Mrs. Murdock‟s first husband out of a 
window because he made a pass at her. The seriousness of Chandler‟s theme shows how 
ambitious he was for the detective story. “It may also explain why he thought he had to 
exaggerate the jokes and the characters in order to make the book palatable. The High Window 
has thematic unity and a pace that suggests fresh work. But it is also odd, a curious mixture of 
elements that seem somewhat uncomfortable together.” (99) 
 Significantly, that the women‟s look is so strongly associated with enclosed, secret and 
forbidden space. In the path of adapting this novel into a heroic activist film, it got some 
difference from its novel base. Because, cinema has played to the maximum the masquerade, the 
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sign of this exchange, femininity, has ceaselessly reproduced its social currency. From genre to 
genre, from film to film, the same economy: the woman in image, the totalising of her body, into 
unity, the sum of the gaze. 
 The final element in Chandler‟s characteristic form is that the underlying crime is always 
old, lying half-forgotten in the past of the characters before the novel and films too begin. This is 
the principle reason why the reader‟s and audience‟s attention is diverted from it. Chandler 
assumes it to be part of the dimension of the present, of the events going on before him in the 
immediacy of his narrated universe. Instead, it is buried in that world‟s past, in time, among the 
dead evoked in the memorable closing pages of The High Window. In this case we see a 
traditional Hollywood heroic attitude towards the filmic tough guy image. The hero can take 
physical punishment without serious injury. Thus Philip Marlowe is called by audience forever 
as a social and indigenous activist in detective genre. 
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